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CODE-BASED DATA

APM monitoring tools provide your Development teams with valuable insights about application 
code performance but fall short on delivering visibility across your complex hybrid environment. 

Your applications are more than just code and their performance can significantly depend on other 
components that are out of APM’s line of sight. Let’s look at a real-life example to understand how 
much you can really see with APM.

Do you really have complete visibility
with just APM?

WIRE DATA

Web request travels the internet to the front door
Request runs through routers and firewalls to the 

front-end load balancer

LOAD BALANCER

Load balancer routes the request to a front-end web farm for the
Shopping Cart app component

Total Response Time 

APM Visibility Ends Here

Shopping Cart contacts the Purchasing component and 
requests a purchase

Purchasing component encrypts card data and contacts 
third-party payment processor for verification

Shopping Cart notifies the Inventory with account 
information and requests items to be shipped

Inventory contacts Active Directory to authenticate 
its service account

Shopping Cart receives answer from
Inventory and finalizes transaction

Shopping Cart's request to the Inventory 
component times out

Shopping Cart app server notifies web 
front-end that the request was unsuccessful
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PAYMENT PROCESSING

Request for payment verification travels a private 
network to the third party and processes payment

APP SERVER 1

SHOPPING CART

>0.7 sec
Shopping Cart component contacts the Inventory 
component to check items availability and place a 

hold until payment

Inventory starts processing request received from 
Shopping Cart

Inventory component suddenly loses connectivity 
to the Inventory database - it can't log in using the 

AD service account for Inventory

ExtraHop detects the error in real-time. 
The IT team updates the expiration of the 
service account. Inventory can send item 

information back to Shopping Cart.

ACTIVE DIRECTORY

APM cannot 

instrument Active 

Directory. The error 

goes undetected.

Without agents

deployed in the other app 

servers, APM has zero 

visibility into the rest of 

the transaction

FROM BLACK BOX TO END-TO-END VISIBILITY
ExtraHop provides you with the complete visibility and correlated 

insights that fill the gaps left by APM monitoring tools.

Complete visibility across the 
application delivery chain

Agentless solution Real-time detections

View more about our solutions at:

APM agent in the App 
Server 1 provides the 
following insight:
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